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A

Issues

There are several issues that can affect the outcome of a multivariate

statistical analysis. Multivariate statistics differs from univariate statistics

in that more than one dependent variable is specified. Therefore, the
number of dependent variables may affect the results. It has been sug
gested that five dependent variables are the most one should use
(Stevens, 2009). If the dependent variables are not correlated, then each
would add a unique explained variance to the results. When the depend
ent variables are highly correlated, results would be severely affected.
The higher the level of correlation among dependent variables, the more
negative an effect it has in the multivariable analysis. So the number of
dependent variables and their intercorrelation will affect multivariate
statistical analy.ses.

Multicollinearity, or intercorrelation among the independent variables,
will also affect the results. If the independent variables have a high level
of correlation among themselves, they would explain more variation
among themselves and less explained variance in the dependent variables.
The analysis and interpretation would therefore be severely affected.
In some cases, a nonpositive definite matrix arises, which indicates

correlation values that are out of bounds, that is, greater than 1.0. Some

times, you may also find an error message indicating Heywood cases.
This occurs when a variable has a negative variance, which is not permit
ted in statistical analysis (recall variance is always positive, while covariance terms can be positive or negative). The sphericity assumption
requires that the variance of the differences in pairs of repeated measures
be equal acro.ss time periods. Compound symmetry, which is a more
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stringent condition for conducting multivariate repeated measures,
requires that the population variances and covariances are equal across
time periods. The issues listed here will be further discussed as they relate
to topics in the relevant chapters of the book for the respective multivariate
statistical methods.

• Number of dependent variables
• Correlation among dependent variables
• Multicollinearity: Independent variable correlation
• Positive definite matrix

• Heywood cases

• Sphericity
• Compound symmetry

A Assumptions
There are a few important assumptions that, if not met, can affect the
multivariate statistical analysis. They are normality, determinant of a

matrix, and equality of the variance-covariance matrix. Normality should
be checked for each individual variable, as well as for the overall multi

variate normality. Generally, all individual variables do not have to display
normality in multivariate statistics (Stevens, 2009)- In some cases, a data
transformation can produce a normally distributed variable.
Normality
You can find R functions for the different types of normality tests using the
following R command:

This returns a list of different multivariate normality tests. I chose the

Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965) because it is the most powerful
in detecting departures from normality (Razali & Wah, 2011; Stevens,
2009, p- 223). For example, the R package munormtest is listed, which has
a function mshapiro.testO, for the Shapiro-Wilk multivariate normality
test. The argument that needs to be supplied in the function is the U
value, which represents a transposed numeric matrix of data values rang
ing from 3 to 5,000. There are a few simple steps required before running
the R function:
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[> install.packages C'mvnormtest")

# Install mvnormtest package

|> library {mvnormtest)
l> data {attitude)

# Load package in library
# Load data set

You can alternatively select Packages and Install packagesQ from

the main menu. A few other simple commands are helpful to check your
library of packages and the list of data sets available in R.
> libraryO

# Check list of packages

> dataO

# Check list of data sets available in R

> attach(attitude)

# Attach data file so you can use variable names

> head (attitude, n = IM # Print first 10 lines of data set
rating

complaints

privileges

learning

raises

critical

1

43

51

30

39

61

92

advance
45

2

63

64

51

54

63

73

47

3

71

70

68

69

76

86

48

4

61

63

45

47

54

84

35

5

81

78

56

66

71

83

47

6

43

55

49

44

54

49

34

7

58

67

42

56

66

68

35
41

8

71

75

50

55

70

66

9

72

82

72

67

71

83

31

10

67

61

45

47

62

80

41

Next, we need to transpose the (iata file so that columns are rows before
conducting the Shapiro-Wilk multivariate normality test. The tO function is
used to transpose the data file. We are now ready to run the mshapiro
.testO function in the mvnormtest package on the attitude data set.
> mydata = t(attitude)

# Transpose data set

> mshapiro.test(mydata)

# Run function on transposed
data set

Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: Z

W = 0.827, p-value = 0.0002126

The Shapiro-Wilk p value of ,0002 indicates that the multivariate normality
assumption does not hold. It indicates that one or more individual vari

ables are not normally distributed.

Another R package for conducting normality tests, Jarque-Bera test
(Jarque & Bera, 1987) for observations and regression residuals, is located
in the R package, normtest. The set of commands are as follows:
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# Install R normtest package
> library(nornitest)

# Load package in library

> jb,norm.test(attitud^S

# Run jb.norm.test function

Jarque-Bera test for normality
data: attitude

JB = 2.6059, p-value = 0.02

The Jarque-Bera lest for normality agreed with the Shapiro-Wilk test that
one or more variables are not normally distributed.
We can also check the individual variable skewness, kurtosis, and

normality for each of the variables in the attitude data set. You can use

the R package, nonmvhn.test. The following R commands were used.
> install.packages("normwhn")

# Install R normwhn. test package

> library(normwhn.test)

# Load package in library
# Run normality.testl function

i .normality.testl.(attitude)

This normality test includes individual variable skewness and kurtosis val
ues and an omnibus test of normality. The skewness and kurtosis results
are shown in Table 2.1. The results indicated that the variables overall did

not contain skewness or kurtosis. The omnibus normality test indicated
that the data were normally distributed, Z = 12.84, df= 14, p = .54.
There are R packages that would indicate each individual variable's nor
mality. The R package nortest contains five normality tests: (1) the ad.test
(Anderson-Darling), (2) cvm.test (Cramer-von Mises), (3) lillie.test

Table 2.1

Attitude Variables: Skewness and Kurtosis
Skewness

p Value

Kurtosis

p Value

Rating

-.376

-30

2.39

.21

Complaints

-.226

.67

2.48

.62

.398

.09

2.77

.41

-.056

.97

1.90

.72

.207

.58

2.56

.58

-.911

.11

3.38

.98

.894

.12

3.70

.34

Variable

Privileges
Learning
Raises

Critical
Advance
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(Kolmogorov-Smirnov), (4) pearson.test (Pearson chi-square), and
(5) sf.test (Shapiro-Francia). Thode (2002) discussed the pros and cons of
each normality test. The Andenson-Darling test is recommended by
M. A. Stephens (1986). You would install the package, load the package, and
run each function with each of the variables in the data set. The initial set of
R commands were as follows:

"'install.packages
■ library(nortest)

# Install R nortest package
# Load package in library

• attach(attitude)

# Attach data set to use the
variable

names

The five normality tests on each variable in the data set can be run with
these sets of commands:

^ ad.test(rating)

# Anderson-Darling

^ cvm.test(rating)

# Cramer-von Mises

^ lillie.test(rating)

# Kolmogorov-Smirnov

t pearson.test(rating)

# Pearson chi-square

test(rating)

# Shapiro-Francia

Note: The five normality tests were repeated for each of the variables in
the data set.

The results are compared in Table 2.2. Ail five normality tests showed
that the variable cntical violated the normality as.sumption. This is why the
Shapiro-Wilk and jarque-Bera tests indicated that the multivariate normality

Table 2.2 Comparison of Five Normality Tests
Variable

Anderson-

Cramer-

Kolmogorov-

Pearson

Shapiro-

Darling

von Mises

Smirnov

Chi-Square

Francia

.147 (p = .09)

7.33 (p - .19)

.965 (p = .35)

.103(p = .58)

4.13 (p = .53)

.974 ip = .58)

.105 (p = .54)

4.67(p = .45)

.973 (p = .53)

.095 (p = .69)

4.67 (p = .45)

.971 ip = .50)

.114 (p = .40)

2.53 <:p = .77)

.983 ip = .84)

.169 <p = .03) 12.13(p = .03) .921 ip = .03)
.141 ip = .13)

6.27 ip = .28)

.933 ip = .06)
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assumption was not met. However, this single variable, critical, although
not normally distributed, would generally not affect the power to detect a
difference in a multivariate statistical analysis (Stevens, 2009).
Determinant of a Matrix

Matrices are designated by capital letters, for example, M. A determinant
of matrix M is denoted by |M| and yields a unique number for the
matrix. There are two important reasons why the determinant value of a
matrix is important in multivariate statistics. First, the determinant of a
variance-covariance matrix represents the generalized variance among
the several variables. The determinant of a matrix is defined as how
much variance is contained in the matrix of variables taking into
account the covariances among variables, which indicate how much

overlap there is in the variances among pairs of variables. This should
not be confused with the trace of a matrix. The trace is a single value

that represents the sum of the individual variable variances in the
diagonal of a variance-covariance matrix. The trace of a covariance
matrix is the total variance of the data in the matrix. The determinant

(generalized variance) takes into account the redundancy implied by
the covariance in the matrix, while the trace (total variance) does not.

Second, the determinant is used in the calculation of the multivariate
test statistic. For example, Wilks's L represents the ratio of two deter
minants in multiple regression. In multivariate analysis of variance,
Wilks's L indicates whether several groups differ on the set of variables

in the matrix (L =|W|
/1T|), where W indicates sums of squares within
and T indicates sums of squares total).

There are formal mathematical operations to compute the determinant
of a matrix, but these are not covered here because it can be directly com

puted from an R function. Second, almost every multivariate statistical text
has a discussion and computation of the determinant of a matrix (Stevens,
2009). Also, many statistical packages now show the determinant value for
the data matrix in the computer output. When the determinant of a matrix
is zero or negative, generally a warning message will appear and the pro
gram will stop running (I think you will now be looking for it!).
The det()function in R will return the determinant of a square matrix.

A square matrix represents an equal number of rows and columns, so no
lower triangular matrices are permitted. Square matrices are required for
the matrix addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division operations.
The data set attitude in the stats package will be used to compute the
determinant of a matrix. We will need to first convert the data set attitude
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to a square matrix—either a correlation matrix or a variance-covariance
matrix, The R commands for correlation matrix are as follows:
- eor(attitude)

# Create square correlation matrix

Next, the determinant is computed using the R function detQ.
> ,det(mycor)

# Determinant of correlation

matrix

[1] 0.02186893

Note: The default correlation type in corQ is the Pearson correlation
coefficient.
The R commands to create a variance-covariance matrix and to obtain
the determinant of the matrix are as follows:

^®i^COV'= cov;,(atfcitude) # Create a square variance-covariance matrix
# Determinant of variance-covariance matrix

[1] 1.327369 e + 13

The determinant (generalized variance) of the matrix is positive, therefore
multivariate statistical analysis can proceed.
Note: If you want decimal places, rather than scientific notation, issue the
following command:
> options (scipen = 999)

An additional R function can be useful when wanting a correlation
matrix from a variance-covariance matrix, Tiie function cov2cor() scales

a covariance matrix by its diagonal to compute the correlation matrix. The
command is as follows:

^ mymatrix ■ cov2cor(mycov) # Convert covariance matrix to correlation matrix
^ inymatrix

# Print out correlation matrix
complaints

privileges

learning

1.0000000

0.8254176

0.4261169

0.6236702

0.5901390

0.1564392

0.1550863

0.8254176

1.0000000

0.5582882

0.596735B

0.6691975

0.1877143

0.2245796

0.4261169

0.55828B2
0.5582882

1.0000000

0.4933310

0.4454779

0.1472331

0.3432934

0.6236782

0.5967358

0.4933310

1.0000000

0.6403144

0.1159652

0.5316198

0.5901390

0.6691975

0.4454779

0.6403144

1.0000000

0.3768830

0.5741862

0.1564392

0.1877143

0.1472331

0.1159652

0.3768830

1.0000000

0.2833432

0.1550863

0.2245796

0.3432934

0.5316198

0.5741862

0.2833432

1.0000000
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You will get this same correlation matrix if you list the matrix mycor, which
was previously created from the attitude data set.
#

prints correlation matrix from attitude data set

Equality of Variance-Covariance Matrix
The equality of variance-covariance matrices is an important assumption
in multivariate statistics. In univariate statistics, we check the assumption

of equal group variance before conducting an independent t test or
ANOVA (analysis of variance) statistical test of group mean differences
(Bartlett or Levene's test). In multivariate statistics, we check for the equal
ity of the variance-covariance matrix using the Box M test.
The attitude data set is now modified with the following R commands

to include a grouping variable. This will permit creation of separate group
variance-covariance matrices and the calculation of the determinants of

the matrix for each group required for the Box M test. The R commands

to add a group membership variable are as follows:
# Create group variable (15
boys, 15 girls)
# Merge attitude file with
group variable
# Print out the first 10 data
lines

rating

complaints

privileges

learning

raises

advance

group

1

43

51

30

39

61

92

45

boy

2

63

64

51

54

63

73

47

boy

3

71

70

68

69

76

86

48

boy

critical

4

61

63

45

47

54

84

35

boy

5

81

78

56

66

71

83

47

boy

6

43

55

49

44

54

49

34

boy

7

58

67

42

56

66

68

35

boy

8

71

75

50

55

70

66

41

boy

9

72

82

72

67

71

83

31

boy

10

67

61

45

47

62

80

41

boy

The within variance-covariance matrices and associated determinants

for each group can now be calculated with the following R commands.
(sci'|>dn
> boys « newdatalltlS/j

# Stops scientific notation output
# Select only boys from data set

Multivariate Statistics ^
> boycov = cov(boys[,-8])

# Create covariance matrix

> det(boycov)

# Compute determinant of matrix

[1] 757123067103

1^! i^irls « newdatail6:30,]

# Select only girls from data set

girlcov = cov(girls[/-8]^^

# Create covariance matrix

# Compute determinant of matrix
[1] 7779163547559

The determinants of the boys and girls variance-covariance matrices were
positive, thus multivariate statistical analysis can proceed.
We can obtain the descriptive statistics by using the R package psych
and the describeByO function. We install and load the psych package,
and then we issue the command for the function.

t-.-iiistall.packages("psych")
library(psych),

F ^escribeBy(newdata> group

gilroupt

# Install R psych package
# Load package in library
# Run describeBy function

Only the output for the means and standard deviations of the variables
are reported in Table 2.3. The standard deviations, hence variance val

ues, do look a little different between the boys and the girls across the
variables.

Table 2.3

Attitude Variable Means and Standard Deviations

Group: boy

Group: grrl
vars

rating

65.00

10.66

rating

64.27

13.89

complaints

66.73

10.37

complaints

66.47

16.12

privileges

53.47

12.96

privileges

52.80

11.91

learning

53.33

11.18

learning

59.40

11.86

raises

65.40

12.62

critical

74.73

raises

63.87

7.96

critical

74.80

10.92

39.00

6.89

46.87

We can create and list the separate covariance matrices for each group
in the newdata data set by using the lapplyO function, where the group
variable is deleted (-8) as follows:

9.14
11.7
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= ''iapptyTuni^e"(^"»

^Hnction(x)1j6v taew,

ita[n©wdata$group—X/-83 )>

We can list the boys' covariance matrix as follows;

rating complaints privileges
113.71429

learning

80.071429

75.00000

74.00000

80.07143 107.495238

96.77619

68.02381

privileges

96.776190

167.98095

learning

68.023810

complaints

12.357143

-18.142857
26.785714

55.33333 124.95238

51.604762

33.40000

31.642857

27.085714

119.31429

36.500000

47.428571

-18.14286

We can list the girls' covariance matrix as follows:

complaints privileges

raises

critical

112.9571429 105.02857

learning

9.7904762

192.923310

196.93810

complaints

196.938095

259.69524

privileges

56.200000

91.52857

112.957143

126.01429

93.58571 140.6857143

105.028571

140.51429

92.15714

learning

30.966667

126.0142857 140.51429 24.1333333
141.88571

31.8000000 110.47143

93.5857143

80.68571

0.1142857
0.1142857

80.62857

80.6857143 159.25714 46.9714286

24.13333

31.80000

0.1142857

58.63810

110.47143

60.6285714

83.4952381

23.53333

23.5333333 138.69524

The first approach obtained the separate group variance-covariance
matrices much easily (less sophisticated programming). We can easily con
vert these separate variance-covariance matrices into correlation matrices
using the cov()function and the cov2cor()function as shown before. The
covariance matrices exclude the grouping variable by indicating a -8 value
(column location in the matrix) in the selection of variables to include. The
two sets of R commands are as follows:

= n.ewdata[l:15,..]

? boycov = cov(boys(/-8}}

# Select only boys from data set
# Compute variance-covariance matrix
# Convert covariance matrix to
correlation

matrix

# Print boys correlation matrix
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^ girls = newdata[16:30,]

# Select only girls from data set

$ girlcov = cov(girls[,-8].)

# Compute variance-covariance matrix

ir girlcor - cov2c9r(girlcov)

# Convert covariance matrix to
correlation

matrix

# Print girls correlation matrix

The separate correlation matrices for the groups are listed below.

rating complaints

privileges

learning

rating

1.0000000 0.72422823

0.54265490 0.6208003 0.

0.25080809

0.16826374

complaints

0.7242282 1.00000000

0.72018470 0.5869405 0,

0.23916601

0.08703152

0.03602417 -0.20326174

privileges 0.5426549 0.72018470

1.00000000 0.3819307 0,

learning

0.6208003 0.58694049

0.38193068 1.0000000 0,

0.22931874

0.34794527

raises

0.5921884 0.62505455

0.24979957 0.8559555 1.

0.38399273

0.57700347

critical

0.2508081 0.23916601

0.03602417 0.2293187 0,

1.00000000

0.48520651

advance

0.1682637 0.08703152 -0.20326174 0.3479453 0,

0.48520651

1.00000000

Girls

rating complaints privileges
rating

learning

1.00000000

0.8798423

0.3396832 0.685639429 0.

0.077140073 0.1893088

complaints 0.87984228

1.0000000

0.4768210 0.659269203 0.

0.163890758 0.3089706

privileges

0.33968320

0.4768210

1.0000000 0.662392222 0.

0.292164154 0.7874987

learning

0.68563943

0.6592692

0.6623922 1.000000000 0,

0.001054475 0.5772091

raises

0.59919073

0.6909379

0.6130702 0.539041483 1,

0.407336620 0.5997037

critical

0.07714007

0.1636908

0.2921642 0.001054475 0.

1.000000000 0.2186864

advance

0.18930879

0.3089706

0.7874987 0.577209127 0,

0.218686421 1.0000000

Box M Test

Box (1949) developed the theory and application related to testing equal
variance-covariance matrices between groups in the multivariate case,
which was an extension of the Bartlett test (Bartlett, 1937) used in the

univariate homogeneity of variance test. The Box M test uses the determi

nants of the within-covariance matrices of each group—that is the general
ized variances of each group. The Box M test is sensitive to violations of

multivariate nonnormality, so that should be checked first before checking
the equality of group variance-covariance matrices. Simply stated, the Box
M test may be rejected due to a lack of multivariate normality rather than

22
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the covariance matrices being unequal. The Shapiro-Wilk test indicated
that the multivariate normality assumption did not hold, that is, one or
more individual variables were not normally distributed. On further
inspection, the variable critical was the only one not normally distributed.
In this situation, we can proceed by either using a data transformation
technique or continuing with the analysis, given it has little impact on the
power to detect a difference (Stevens, 2009. pp. 222-224).
The hiotools package has a boxM()function for testing the equality of
covariance matrices between groups. The package can be installed from
the main menu. Their example omitted the specifying of a group variable
as a factor. The basic example shown here however declares the grouping
variable as a factor, therefore the complete code would be as follows;
'Install.packages Vlibrary(biotools)

# Install R biotools package
# Load package in library

data(iris)

# Load data set

factor(iris[,S'j'j|

# Select variables for matrix,

minus grouping variable

;|30xM(irist,

# Run function with variables and

group variable specified

Box's M-test for Homogeneity of Covariance Matrices
data: iris[, -5]

Chi-Sq (approx.) = 140.809, df = 20, p-value < 0.00000000000000022

Note: The use of iris[,-5] selects variables and iris[,5] indicates grouping
variable in data file.

In the iris data set, the null hypothesis of equal variance-covariance

matrices was rejected. The groups did have different variance-covariance
matrices. A multivariate analysis would therefore be suspect, especially if
nonnormality existed among the variables.
The R code steps are listed below. First, in.stall tlie package from the main
menu. Next, load the biotools package and the data set. You must declare the
variable group as a factor before running the Box M test function. The set of
R commands are as follows:

Efenstall.packages

# Install R biotools package

library(biotools)

# Load package in library

data(mydata)
factor(group)

# Declare grouping variable a factor

boxM(mydata(,-8),myitota[/ 8)^);

# Run boxM function

# Load data set
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Box's M-test for Homogeneity of Covariance Matrices
data: mydata[,-8]

Chi-Sq (approx.) = 32.8194, df = 28, p-value = 0.2425

The results indicated that the boys and the girls variance-covariance matri
ces are equal; that is, the chi-square test was nonsignificant.

A

SPSS Check

Given so many packages and functions available in R, it is important to
check the accuracy of various R functions that individuals have contributed
to the R software library. You can do this by running the data in SPSS or
SAS procedures. For the newdata data set, a two-group MANOVA in SPSS
(v. 20) was run to obtain the Box M test results. SPSS returned the follow

ing values: Box M = 46.251 iF= 1.2, df= 28, 2,731, p = .216). The Box M
test result in the biotools package was similar to that from SPSS. The null
hypothesis was retained: The observed variance-covariance matrices of

the dependent variables for the two groups were equal.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, a few key issues that affect multivariate statistics were listed, namely,
the number of dependent variables, the correlation among the dependent variables,
the correlation among the independent variables (multicollinearity), nonpositive
definite matrix, Heywood case, and sphericity. It makes sense that when dependent
variables are highly intercorrelated, they would explain a single dimension or con
struct. Similarly, if independent variables are highly intercorrelated, they detract from
explaining dependent variable variance and more likely identify a single dimension
or construct. The ideal analysis would be when dependent and independent varia
bles are not correlated (orthogonal), which seldom exists, so it is a matter of impor
tance to check the severity of these issues and their impact on the analysis. For
example, if a determinant of a matrix is zero or negative, a nonpositive matrix exists,
and therefore parameter estimates can't be computed. Similarly, in some multivariate
analyses, a Heywood case may appear, thus variable(s) with negative variance are
not permitted in statistical formulas. Finally, in repeated measures designs, matrix
sphericity would negate the assumption of equal variance-covariance across time
periods, thus making parameter comparisons biased.
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Three basic assumptions were also covered in the chapter because of their impact
on the statistical results. Normality, both at the univariate and multivariate variable

levels should be checked. Multivariate statistics are generally robust to violations of
normality; however, data transformations can help if a few variables are severely
skewed. I provided an example where five different normality tests were compared,
with similar results. The determinant of a matrix is of great importance since it indi
cates the generalized variance of a set of variables in a matrix. If the determinant of
a matrix is zero or negative, then statistical computations are not possible in matrix
operations. Most statistical packages will routinely indicate the determinant of a matrix
before proceeding with estimation of statistical parameters. Finally, the assumption of
equal variance between groups in the univariate case is also important in the multi
variate case. The test of equal variance-covariance matrices is a more stringent test
than in the univariate case because of multiple variable relations. When these assump
tions are not met, other options discussed later in the book are used.
This chapter covered the basic issues and assumptions that impact the calculations

of parameter estimates in multivariate statistics. The key issues were as follows:
• Number of dependent variables and correlation among the dependent variables
• Multicollinearity among the independent variables
• Presence of nonpositive definite matrix, Heywood cases, or sphericity
The important assumptions discussed were as follows:
• Multivariate normal distribution
• Determinant of a matrix

• Equality of variance-covariance matrices

WEB RESOURCES

Package nortest O^ly, 2014)
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/nortest/nortest.pdf
Package normtest(March, 2014)

https://dspace.spbu.ru/bitstream/123456789/1021/l/normtest%20manual.pdf
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